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WELLESLEY SCENE
OF NEW PLAY DAY
Five Colleges Plan To Meet In
Non Competitive Sport Event
Day Of May 11
SCORES ANNOUNCED LATER
On Saturday, May 11, Wellesley will
play hostess to two hundred represent-
atives of four New England colleges.
when she inaugurates the custom of
"Play Days" in this section of the coun-
try. Fifty representatives each from
RadclifTe, Simmons, Wheaton and Bos-
ton University will share the events of
the day with a like group from Welles-
The meet will not be competitive in
tV. A y <
d and fifty girls; from these tea
ich will be designated by chosen t
,
squads will be drawn for each cc
when individuals may
to competition,
ticipated in will be
all five colleges may
of this. Basketball,
volley ball, and relays
such order that every
probably be talks by the
of the various colleges.
Seniors Generally Calm As
Second Exam Comes Nearer
bending over desks when doors
"Busy. Please do not disturb." open
for a second to allow other harrowed
students armed with sheaves of pa]
and puzzled brows to slip cautiously
or out. Names of courses bandied
about to form—dinner conversat
sound like a quarterback's signals
The seniors are preparing for
Generals. For one week they learn
with a vengeance the meaning of higher
education, while juniors
pers for classes or heartlessly enjoy
cuts, sophonfores try to sympathize
consider two years a longer time than
it actually is, and freshmen are almost
unconscious of any change of program.
There are many tales of woe. "I
can't find the notes for last year's final
paperl" "I sold all my books fresh
man year, and loaned Corneille am
Moliere last year to a girl who didn'
come back!" And the juniors taking




students trying to recall church f;
look sceptical.
The prevailing attitude, howei,
a cheerful resignation to an inevitable
fact. The Generals have become
Hoover's New Navy Plan
Before League Powers
"he pnssibilities of actual naval dis-
naments have looked much blighter
ce Ambassador Hugh S. Gibson, the
id of the American delegation to
• Preparatory Disarmament Com-
ssion in Geneva in a speech on Mon-
f, April 22, to the Commission, pre-
sented a "radically new technical ap-
proach to the naval controversy." The
idea underlying Mr. Gibson's
is that it is possible, taking a
naval vessel as the standard, to
of the naval equipment of every
country may be determined. It has
been said that the plan provides "a
standard measuring stick for estimat-
ing equivalent naval values." Former-
ly displacement tonnage was the one
factor in determining the value, but
he American suggestion is to take
into account relative age, displace-
and gun power, and in the end
things as speed, cruising radius,
eluded, also.
study the formulae worked out by
decide on the per-
.t the various national equiva-
ages must be reduced. Only
the final decisions can cause any in-
ternational dispute, because whatever
the percentage accepted, all nations
byi
In
:ed that President Hoover i
author of the idea. It is said that the
that the plan had been conceived
Brown Would Base Taxation
On Social Services Of City
Mr. James R. Brown, President c
Manhattan Single Tax Club, in a
ture on Taxation—What It Is and How
It Should Be Applied, on Tuesday
April 23, stated that taxes should be
levied on land according to the value
of its sociological services.
Mr. Brown said that taxation is not
a collection from people based on their
ability to pay, but a payment from the
:ity
what it has done for them. This pay
ment should be made for what we get
according to the amount we get. but a
the tax department is run now, it i
made in conformity to what the citizes
has done for himself and the use h-
makes of his opportunities. This is ;
system of orderly burglary, startei
years ago in China, and not yet im
proved upon.
Mr. Brown's solution is to tax people
according to the value of the land they
own, value meaning the sociological
services and advantages connected with
it, such as paved streets, lights, sewer,
police force, fire department, and
schools. The value that accrues to the
land because of its advantages from
these services should be used to pay for
them. If this is not done, there will be
a deficit in the public funds, which the
COMING EVENTS
The following program has been ar-
ranged for May Day. Saturday. May 4:
7:15 the seniors begin rolling their
hoops down Tower Court Hill.
8:00 the college will march into
the chapel to the 1929 Marching Song,
with the freshmen leading.
At 2:00
The May
to be frequented by a
lege attired as farmers or cr
on Tower Court Green
Queen. Frances Eldredge. 1932's presi-
dent, will be crowned by Alice Abbott,
the senior president; a May Pole
Dance by the May Queen's sixteen at-
tendants will follow. The biennial tug
sophomores across Longfellow Pond
will be held this year.
At 7:15 there will be step-singing, to
which the present juniors will march,
singing their senior Marching Song for
VILLAGE JUNIORS FOR NEXT YEAR ARE
ANNOUNCED BY COLLEGE GOVERNMENT
Announcement Is Also Made Of





.ei -.\ill be announced
l the series of art lec-
; Professor Alfred H.
postponed until Tues-
Art Lecture Room. This lecture wa
formerly scheduled for May 8. It
subject will be Tlie Bauhaus at Des
sau: An Academic Experiment in Con
and Expressionism.
The society houses will have open
house on the following dates,
arrangements have to be finally
cided by the Inter-society Council
the tentative arrangements for
various societies are as follows:
Fridav. May ?. 7:30 to 9:30 P.M.
"Dancing
Agora, Tau Zeta Epsilon, Zeta Alphi
Saturday, May 4 Dancin
Phi Sigma, 7:30 to 9:30
Alpha Kappa Chi, 4:30
Wednesday, May 8 Dancing
Phi Sigma, 3:30 to 5:30
Shakespeare, 3:30 to 5:30.
Alpha Kappa Chi, 7:30.
r=l
The annual A. A. Vaudeville for the
benefit of the swimming-pool fund will
be held at Alumnae Hall on May 17
Volunteers are now being recruited anc
everyone, especially the freshmen, is
urged to try out. Evelyn Pierce, whose
Swedish skit proved so successful las
year, will probably present another
Emily Rockwood will do clogging anc
some original dances and Margot Kro
lik, the head of dancing, will get u]
On Monday evening, May 8, at eight
o'clock, Colonel Isham will speak at
Tower Court on the Boswell Letters,
which he has recently brought to light.
Since the space is so limited, only
Faculty, and majoring students in the
English Literature and Composition
Departments, and of course Graduate
students and those taking the eight-
eenth Century course, are invited.
Mrs. Campbell, of the John C.
Campbell Folk School of Brasstown,
N. C, will speak on the influence of






'he whole of 24 Founders was filled
Friday afternoon at 4:40 when Pro-
fessor William Ernest Hocking of Har-
vard lectured on The Practical Inter-
Hccking has recently
especially in
made by philosophy to the revision of
tnd as his special aim has always
to show the value of philosophical
thinking in the solution of practical
problems, he dealt with the close and
necessary connection between philoso-
phy and life.
Idealism. Professor Hocking ex-
lined, is the philosophy which con-
lers the world as a whole to be alive,
the sense that it belongs to a mind,
greater than any mind we know, which
orally responsible for that world.
The relation of that philosophy to
ethics may best be understood by first
considering the kind of ethics which
can exist irrespective of metaphysics.
The best of such ethics would be one
of self-expression whose aim would be
to seek the pleasant and avoid the un-
desirable. A man's personality would
determine his chance for happiness,
and thus each man could enjoy life ac-
cording to his own capacity. The eth-
ical guide would be a psychological doc-
Moral Sense 1
realm of metaphysics might
;
the two last Step-Sin::,in^ on
Tuesday and the preceding Friday,
there were announced respectively the
Village Juniors and the House Presi-







Elizabeth Beatrice Cox Little

















group. For this reaso:
accept the judgment c
which thus develops ir
instincts. Further, because of the a
thetic sense, vanity may become one
the great influences in one's life. C
(Continued on Page 2, Col 2)
Disintegration Of Cubism
Results In Two New Ph.
In of
private property. . private property
Mr. Brown thinks the taxation which
he proposes would encourage industry.
for no one would be afraid that his
taxes would be higher than his neigh-
bor's simply because he improved his




Foreign and American students in-
terested in acting as delegates to the
Intercollegiate Model League of Na-
tions Meeting, May 25, at Harvard
Union, see Marian Hunter, 419 Stone
Hall, before May 7.
t=l
On May 7, 4:40 P. M., in the Geology
Lecture Room, Professor Frederick K.
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3)
tures on "Modem Art" on April 24 i
the Art Building, Professor Alfred Bai
took up the disintegration since ci
bism. Germany, after witnessing the
conclusion of cubism in Kandinsky,
saw the birth of the second of the
modern movements in the person of
Otto Dix. He turned from the cubistic
art absolved of subject matter
new interest in the objective world.
Influenced by the German masters oi
the early sixteenth century such as
Durer, Holbein, Altdorfer and Cranach
he developed their technique in ren-
dering natural objects while
the same kind of subject mai
By way of preparing us foi
realists," Professor Barr ran rapidly
through a number of slides from thi
middle ages to the present time, show
ing us the gradual evolution of art
along rational lines and towards for
mal design. Art the result of reasone<
calculation, might have been the sub
ject of this brief survey. One wa;
more ready to appreciate the sentimen
of Paul Klee, the leader of this third
phase of modern painting, whe
turned from cubism and the nes
(Continued on Page 2, Column
The : for
next xenr's House Presidents are:
Beebe Julia Heriick






§hafer '. J : ,j ....... . Margaret Atherton
Stone ..;..., -Helen Pocock
Tower Court Mary Butler
Wood '..',* Margaret Stirling
; Virginia Thayer ?31 has .been elected
Vice President of the Barnswallows,
and Florence Harriman '31 is Vice
President of the Athletic Association.
Chairmen Appointed
The College Government Association
also announces the following students
Professor Jebb To Lecture
Here On Some Minor Poets
Some Minor Democratic Poets of the
Nineteenth tientury Is the subject of a
lecture to be given on May 15, at 8:00,
in Billings Hall by Miss Eglantine M.
Jebb, M. A., Oxford, lecturer in Eng-
lish Literature at the University of
Birmingham and visiting Lecturer this
year at Wellesley.
Miss Jebb has lectured upon this
subject before a group of her own
Cambridge. The sub-
nterest to students of
history and economics as well as to
students of literature, for Miss Jebb.
will include verse writers especially
concerned with social a
problems of the epoch




Two O'clock on Saturday
have fun without end t
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Nellie Lee Pearce '30.
Nominating Committee, Betty Hobble
Pointing Committee, Mary Reedy '31
Informal Dancing Committee. Lor-
Erdman '30.
N. S. F. A. Work, Malcolm Carr '30
Publicity Committee, Dorothy Reed
Cnm-ii-slup Committee, Alice K.
Parke 31.
At its last meeting on Thursday,
April 25. Senate approved the above of-
ficers and discussed changes in the
method of electing House Presidents. It
is thought that if elections could be
held after room-drawing, it would in-
fluence the nominations, as the possi-
bility of changing houses now prevents
many girls from running. A suggestion
with many pros and cons was that
House Presidents change office in the
spring as do other officers. It was felt
not only that the seniors would be re-
lieved during the stress of senior spring,
but also that the former Presidents
would be able to assist the new ones,
whereas under the present system the
responsibility of teaching falls upon
the Head of House the following fall.
However, other Heads of Houses prefer
to work through the year with the sa
girl, who represents the personnel
will be referred for the present to tht
Heads of Houses for discussion.
In her report of the Conference o;
Five Colleges at Vassar, at which Mar
garet Clapp and Virginia Onderdonk
represented Wellesley. Miss Clapp said
that comparison of machinery and
common privileges showed as usual the
liberality of Wellesley regulations. The
National Student Federation of Amer-
ica will meet next year in California,
which any eastern representative must
give will be great, it was suggested that
Vassar, Smith, Bryn Mawr and Welles-
ley—Mount Holyoke will try to send a
delegate of her own—send a single stu-
dent to represent them. Senate voted
. to support the choice of Cornelia An-
i
derson, head of the Vassar Student
!
Government, as the group representa-
! tive. The N. S. F. A. has not had time
i
to prove itself, but in order to see stu-
i




Capping the climax of a career of
eight brilliant years, Robert Maynard
Hutchins, by accepting the call of the
University of Chicago, is soon to be-
come the youngest college president in
this country- Hutchins" life is a suc-
cession of achievements, of being the
"youngest" this or that, from the time
when, after two years at Oberlin Col-
lege, he went to the Italian front in
the
fire,
l 1919,honor. Entering Yale as a junior
and encumbered with the added dis-
advantage of working his way through,
Hutchins' intellectual brilliance, social
charm, and excellence in debate speed-
ily won recognition, and he was made
a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the
fraternity of Alpha Delta Phi, and
Wolf's Head. After his graduation and
marriage in 1921. he became secretary
of Yale University, yet managed while
holding that difficult office to take the
full course at the Yale law school and
graduate summa cum laude! In his
law studies he displayed such brilliance
that he soon became first acting Dean,
then Dean of the school, where he
proved his extraordinary executive
ability. Dean Hutchins was one of the
two persons responsible for the estab-
lishment of the Institute of Human
Relations at Yale, considered one of
the greatest educational steps taken in
recent years. Hutchins is well fitted
for his new position, by intellect and
experience, and even by physique—he
is six feet four. William Lyon Phelps
says of him: "He seems to be without
nerves and without fear, and has a love
of experiment so strong as to startle
men of conservative or timid minds.
He has the two chief requisites for any
high office—brains
Recent investigation in India has
disclosed that communist agitation has
been behind both the labor and the re-
ligious uprisings there, and that com-
munistic organization has been pro-
gressing rapidly there under workers
from Moscow as well as native leaders.
The workers' and peasants' party, es-
pecially fostered by the communists,
which has partaken in the riots at
Lahore, Calcutta, and Bombay, fell out
with Ghandi because he refused to al-
low the peasant protest against in-
ON CAMPUS
5 P.I
the great ordeal," the sophomores are
entertaining the seniors at Severance,
This event should prove appropriate re-
ciprocation for '29's entertainment of
her little sisters last year at the tradi-
tional "After-Comp" tea, Marie Mayer
is in charge of posters, and Eugenie
Williams in charge of refreshments.
and ciaflin were honored with a sere-
nade. Heads appeared at windows on
all sides of Tower Court Green as male
voices were singing below. Each house
was favored with several selections
sung in glee club manner. The singers
songs. Gypsy
Love Song and Good Night. Ladies.
The origin of these talented and mys-
terious minstrels is unknown; rumor
has it that they came from Cambridge.
r=i
Those members of the class of '31
who lived in Clinton House last year
entertained the present residents of
that house at bridge on Thursday, April
25. About thirty people were present
Brown leather trimmed golf bag with
ven clubs. Left at golf house in the
fall. Return to 34 Severance. Reward.






The Viceroy of India, Lord Irwin, is
fully aware of the dangers of the pres-
ent political situation. Ordinary leg-
islation is sufficient to curb the com-
munistic activities of native Indians,
but the public safety bill has been
passed as a weapon with which to bar
from the country the agitators from
Moscow.
[=1
In spite of the revolution, a huge
international aerial transportation
project has lately been brought to the
attention of the Mexican Department
of Communication and Public Works.
The intention is ultimately to cover
the Western hemisphere with a net-
work of airlines, though the present
terminal of the main line would be Rio
The project would include the fol-
lowing established lines: Panama-Ha-
vna-New Orleans; Manaos-Asunclon-
Buenos Aires; San Francisco-Hermo-
sillo-Mexico City; Goyaz-Rio de Janei-
ro, and several others of equal import-
ance. These routes offer no difficulties
to powerful air planes, with the ex-
ception of the 750 miles of uncleared
jungle between Goyaz and Ford in
Brazil. Since the jungle is traversed by
many navigable rivers, It might be
possible to use hydroplanes in case of
forced landings, and to establish suit-
meters have applied to the several gov-
the necessary land and
That t
Saturday
ious students in Billings Hall, awaiting
the moment when their various fates
shall be decided. The juniors drew
room numbers on Saturday; the sopho-
mores have that experience to add to
the delight of May Day; and the fresh-
men will draw on the following Satur-
The last meeting of the Alliance
Francaise was held Friday evening,
April 26, at the Alpha Kappa Chi
house. This program was in keeping
with the study of the province of Brit-
tany which the members have been
making during the past month. It con-
sisted of three Breton folk songs and a
dance number, put on by several of the
members dressed in the peasant cos-
tumes of old Brittany. The enjoyment
of the evening was further added to by
Mile. Couturier and several other fac-
ulty members who sang some charming
On Monday evening. April 29, Mis.s
Margaret W. Landees, formerly a mem-
ber of the Psychology Department at
Wellesley, spoke of education in Con-
stantinople to an informal trathennu
r=]
On Wednesday evening, April 24. Tau
Zeta Epsilon alumnae and undergrad-
uate members took part in the opening
Point. Mrs. Lucy H. Hubbell '0
presented the key of the house to Miss
Eleanor Raymond, chairman of the ar-
chitects' committee. Miss Raymond
also an alumna, is a member of the ar-
chitectural firm of Frost and Raymond
in Boston. She in turn gave the key tc
Miss Hetty Wheeler, chairman of the
House Committee, who presented it tt
Miss Sybil Baker, '04, of Washington
D. C, the alumnae president of the so-
ciety. Miss Baker finally presented the
key of the new house to Miss Eleanor
Hoyt, '29, undergraduate president.
The ceremony of dedication and of





For sale—3 prs. new riding breeche:
linen crash habit—coat and breechei
an be seen at Wellesley Costume Co
15 Washington St., Wellesley.
WABAN LODGE
active rooms for permanent
and transient guests
11 Waban Street








A Professional School for College
Graduates
The Academic Year for 1929-50 opem
Monday, October 7, 1929.
Henry Atherton Frost— Directoi
3 Church Street, Cambridge, Mass
At Harvard Sc/uart
was concluded with a supper
several talks. The old house of Tau
Zeta Epsilon belonged to the Alumnae
but they have presented the society's
new home to the undergraduate mem-
bers, so that it belongs entirely to them
-\13eUexleV-
Come to Hathaway House tor
BOOKS




Present student body includes gi




and you haven't your
WHITE togs yet?
Then dash into Slattery's for
a "speedy " selection of:
White Silk Tennis Dresses
Really for sports, but smart
enough to "get away with it" al-
most anywhere. Graceful with
flares, pleats, circular skirts;
round, Vee necks, some U-backed
for "suntanning." White, pas-
tels, 16.50 .
White Basket-weave Coats
Ever so useful in the breezy
Spring, and "oh, so necessary" in
exciting summers. Simply tail-
ored, smart for ensemble combi-
nations. 16.50 to 29.50.
White "Sheernet" Stockings
Smartly "the" things to finish your May Day
rig—and they do look so well with "sports white."
1.65. Or new "off-white" Roule Stripe Silk Stock-
SLATTERY WELLESLEY SHOP
10-12 CHURCH STREET
Homeport Gift Shop and Lending Library
57 Central Street




May 6th, 7th and 8th














r\K Monday next Wellesley Seniors will fill up small brown-backed
^-^ note books with what must represent a goodly portion of their sum
total knowledge of academic facts. Some four weeks later the whole col-
lege will have the chance to transfer such information from head to paper.
In both cases, presumably, there will be proctors present to make sure
that the information is i/oing from head to paper and not from paper to
paper or by any utber strictly unorthodox manner. But we must all grant
that the chief function of the few proctors present in any of the larger
examination halls is to distribute and collect the books. There is no real
procton'ng in a Wellesley examination; opportunities to violate the tacit
code of honor are open to everyone. Proctors are proctors in name only.
Why not admit this, do away with any pseudo-supervision of examinations
and adopt an honor system in name as well as in implicit fact?
By an out-and-out recognition of honor in test we mean the absence
of any other proctors whatsoever beyond the initial few to distribute the
question sheets and the blank hooks, and the absolute freedom of every
student to take the examination wherever she chooses during the allotted
period. Examination rooms, in spite of all that can be done, are often poor-
ly ventilated, the atmosphere is enervating, noises outside the building are
disturbing and the seats and chair arms for writing, exceedingly uncom-
fortable after an hour. The time limit would keep the student from wan-
dering too far. But if a student wished to take the examination to her
own desk there seems no justifiable reason against her doing so. Many
students find the close-packed atmosphere of halls, filled with hard-laboring
examinees, a helpful, steading restraint upon their elusive ideas. Others
are definitely irritated and disturbed by the necessarily poor conditions.
And even those who would not want to leave the examination room would
enjoy a five-minute walk between two long questions.
Such a system justifies a trial tor two reasons: the first is personal, and
the second relates to the group. Psychologically, the effect on the student is
good. Placing any young woman so entirely on her honor in a matter
that, by our present system, is at the core of our academic work, must
create self-respect, give a healthy sense of freedom and foster real maturity.
If a preeminent function of college is to encourage growth in spiritual
stature here is a made-to-ordcr practical help.
And secondly, such an honor system would be a feather in Well (.sky's
cap. It has been successfully worked out in men's institutions; here is a
chance for a woman's college to measure up. Is there any better yardstick
of the group personality of sixteen hundred girls than the fact that to-
gether they can carry through a code of absolute honor?
Honor is a subtle and treacherous word to many people. The merging
shades between the honorable and the dishonorable confuse them. Any
such complete lack of supervision would not be easy therefore. The ex-
ceptions, however, alu.n- merit publicity; the multiple hundreds of times
that such system- have worked in colleges which practise them testify that
the exceptions prove how well rather than how poorly the plan has worked.
Finally, Wclle-lcv with its students picked for their character as well
a* for their intellectual ability, -hould be the most fruitful ground for such
an experiment. The College Boards prove us ready for additional educa-
tion. Miss Knapp, writers of letters of recommendation, and our secondary
school principals have estimated our characters. Once in college, we add
to our initial knowledge in gains commensurate with individual tempera-
ment and abilitv. Is there a parallel gain in character?
MIGRATION from a des
* friends to
umber drawing for rooms started political mc
week for the Class of 1930. With of officers.
. annual period of private agitations have been
come the larger problem which situation tr
been generally discussed through- officers ha'
the college all year. Should the harmonious
iors who are holding major offices , cess with tr
illowed to live together in the same ing.
of discussion this year the coll*
i that the Heads of Barn,
j
grouped
nd A. A. happened to live' other hc,_




h the major officers
ause, the girls in the
losing contact with
re really running the
resulted rely college organizations.
.:;ini.:.iuon. siving to t
duties of helping the
tended to lose completely all feeling of
responsibility for the youngest class.
ity, to hold the greatest power of in-
fluence. Though their official contact
with the freshman class has been
real chance to help the sophomores in
their own house. The second year of
college always seems to be the most
difficult; the campus houses are at
first large and bewildering; the classes
more numerous and more difficult. It
is then that help from above is most
appreciated. Although all seniors by
prestige of their position have some
influence, the girls holding major of-
fices have the greatest. Thus in all
fairness to the college they ought to
scatter their gifts and live in different
Nor ' the disadvantage
the -mailer houses. It might be t
she would there discover varying, r
iipmiens that would prove of value
is amusing to imagine what would
happen if several of the officers lived
for a while with the freshmen.
they might, during the year, mi
The spontaneity of
Mcminn of ter Carnival havin-i
May Day widespread approval. May
try
adopt its best features. In protest
against the formality which, according
to those who know, has sapped the vi
tality of affairs which should provid
joy for everybody in the college. Ma
> that <
spirit of innocent fun. No longer wil
the majority sit as idle and rather un
comfortable spectators sliding onti
each other down the side of Tower
Court Hill, but they will frolic merrily
and in costume among the booths of
the fair.
If the plan is the expected success,
perhaps it will prove that the much de-
plored reaction against the collegiate
has outgrown its elementary stage.
From rebellion against the rah rah, ne-
cessitating flight to Boston at the ap-
proach of any all-college activity, per-
haps we have advanced to the stage
where we can enjoy these things i:
nice, healthy youthful way. Saturday
will put this theory to the test, will
prove whether or not we have a third
stage in our mass reaction to college
festivities.
!)e. ilh In
there is an unprecedented
opportunity for any loving pair who do
not knew how to swim. As they take
the accustomed walk around Lake
Waban they will pass from the unique
pile of the paint tactory
the charmingly rustic Wellesley
ouse, and on their way they will
o what was once a bridge. Slat
t it has fallen in, and floated
nto the raging flood. The luck-
Watery death loses its lure when we
consider that the victim might be
ber of the faculty. As we go to press,
some human straw may have broken
through the last saving slat, and
Wellesley will have another landmark,
to add to its already copious tradition.
If it is not already too late, it is to be
hoped that steps will be taken that the
raiastr<:phe may be avoided.
Idr.ili-l.l
Professor Hocking spoke
the happiness that comes
the idealist when he
he is living in accord
with the laws of the universe. While
lizing that this stretches his mean-
perhaps to a quibble, it does seem
1 that our college routine runs at
lance with the laws of nature. Here
are in the spring with nature burst -
We i
s at that low ebb when
each new assignment becomes a bur-
den. Tired, out of harmony with the
quickening spirit of life itself, we drag
on to the end of the term, and then
spend the summer restoring enough
energy to come back fresh in the fall,
ly. fall is the season of dying
Life then slows down and
Free Press Column
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
All contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A.M. on
Sunday, and must be signed with
the full Ini-
i or numerals will be used if the
IS IT FAIR?
To the Wellesley College N
The Alumna who wrote
issue of the NEWS is not '
who finds the "general odoriferousness
of Alumnae Hall" objectionable. After
Miss Smaill's reading there, several
great discomfort from the strong odor
of cigarettes that pervaded
the corridors but
that grew even worse as the evening
advanced.
Such a condition of affairs
iai:-e audit ; gather. Must i
tion of the building be improved, s
that the majority may have fresh, pur
air to breath during the brief period c
rules are unpopular with those who c;
not resist the cigarette habit, would
be too much to ask of them that they
refrain at least when the Hall is in use
and especially when "paying guests
from outside the college are in the au
dience? Surely common courtesy de
mands some consideration for the com
fort of the non-smokers.
Of course the velvet curtains and up-
holstery of the auditorium and of thi
beautifully furnished library are get-
ting daily more saturated with stale
cigarette smoke. One shudders to think
what the building will smell like
June hdi '
CONFLICTING COt RSI-s
To the Wellesley College News:
This is only a complaint: I car
no solution to offer and am only w
in-j this trouble obsessing most oi
classmates in the hope that senw
genious person, reading it, may be
to solve this difficulty of conflicting
Almcht every junior, reaching the pe-
riod of specialization where she want
to take the single division third gradi
courses in her senior year, finds tha
out of a selection of four, at least twi
day. One student, having becom
reconciled to the fact that two course
for which she
solely as a means to the end, e
to be given next year because of the
instructors, discovered
rer two substitutes conflicted
re two already decided




When you have tried to look as in-
conspicuous as possible, avoiding the
instructor's eye, erasing and rewriting
fictitious notes feverishly, using the
back of the person in front as a screen
and impersonating a very bad cold
with the aid of a skillful cough and a
handkerchief, and he suddenly calls
upon you to report on the topic as-
signed for the day.
When you have written rare I
apologetic letters to the family t<
ing them how overworked you are, a
they arrive unexpectedly while you :
away for the week-end.
\\ h.-n member of the fac-
ulty and enter a lecture hall after all
but the seats reserved for the faculty
are taken and students are crowding
the doors. Two just behind you con-
"I think it's terrible. We stand hours
listening to required lectures, and the
faculty come late and get the best seats
The other replies consolingly, "Oh,
never mind. That's all they have in
life, poor dears."
(With apologies to the professor who
related this experience to us, we trust
not in confidence.)
When you have elucidated at great
length about the disqualifications of a
nominee, and suddenly recall that your
silent confidante is said nominee's best
friend.
We've come to believe it is a sin to
From work, in which we center all our
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND
EPITAPH OF PICASSO
Bohemian, but not nu,
Figurines, I see in blue.
Now sentimental, sweet and pure
Negro sculpture's all the game.
Taking up. another tube.
Everything is but a cube.
People sa I cannot draw
Stuff like Ingres now's the law
So at last I go my way,
And with pretty lovers play.
Hie jacet great Picasso
With all e rt. he did pass so.





His soul is all unravelled fuzz
—
You'll find him ghostly mist and
A SUR-REALISTE CADENCE
Sat on an asphodelic mat.
She purred in C
Like a Symphony,
When who should be seen
But officials, the dean
Who was talking to Tolstoi
And asking if all's joy,




COPLEY—Andrew Takes a Wife,
with Grant Mitchell.
HOLLIS—The Beggar's Opera. Next
week, Eva LeGallienne. In rep-
OPERA HOUSE—Walter Hampden
in Cyrano de Bergerac, one week
PLYMOUTH—This Thin? Called
ST. JAMES—Her Unborn Child.
SHUBERT—Good Boy.
—Mitzi in Lovely Lady.
Two Hungarian Dances of
Brahms displayed a great deal of
spirit, with their vivacious and swing-
ing rhythms which are prone at any
e to find variation suddenly and
temperamentally by lapsing into a
e rubato" passage of brief sweet-
•haps the most difficult number on
program was the familiar Fifth
Symphony of Beethoven. This num-
must have made a personal appeal
students of musical theory, since it
THE BEGGAR'S OPERA
In The Beggar's Opera there is at
last a revival of something which, aside
from its mere antiquity, is in itself dis-
tinctly worth reviving. Well received
in 1728, Gay's opera can be enjoyed to-
day without any of that feeling of con-
scious virtue which accompanies the
appreciation of so many non-Shakes-
pearian pre-twentieth century dramas.
The Beggar himself says that while
position of combined Wellesley airs
tunes. This piece for a full or-
itra was written by Professor H. C.
MacDougall for the Wellesley "Pops"
i Symphony Hall four years ago.
The regular college orchestra was as-
sted at this performance by eleven
•tists from Boston, some of whom
the most that i
this one is
for it starts in the house of a receiver
of stolen goods, and ends in the Con-
demned Hold at Newgate. The tran-
sition is made through a series of
scenes at a tavern, a gaming house,
and the prison itself. The hero is the
leader of a gang of highwayman, the
heroine the daughter of a disreputable
lawyer, and the chief complication of
the plot is attained not through the
external difficulties of that pair, but
resides in the character of the hero
himself. It is his tendency to poly-
gamy which prevents his dying in
peace, or (it is to be imagined) in re-
ceiving the providential reprieve at the
gallows with joy which would last after
school. This year, however, has
struments to the college orchestra.
The trumpets and clarinets have been
added, as well as the tympani, which
a recent and welcome gift from
Miss Caroline Hazard.
s a significant fact that the or-
the i : the i
Many songs recall the Gilbert and
Sulilvan manner, and throughout there
is delicious contrast of the sweet, arti-
ficial formality of many of the songs
and dances, and the distinctly rov-
conversation in which they are i
Effective satire here provides good
Especially delightful
i the narthe ;
Polly




which the three dar
manner reminiscent
Despite all these qualities which
should have made for a perfect
The Beggar's Opera drags
spots. Perhaps this
i to the poor pronunciatior
in an English cast—which
the the :
inaudible, perhaps due to a too gr>
willingness to give encores on 1
slightest provoocation. The cast on I
whole was adequate in voice and acti
Alfred Heather, in the minor part
Filch sang particularly clearly £
acted well. The general staging
simple, catching the spirit of an
eighteenth century production, ev
the point of a slow tempo which
The
'ation is not too personal, there lias
er been a Proserpina, or any
arted, love-lorn old maid secretary,
that matter, in the history of histri-
onic spinsterdom with quite such a lu-
isly thin "flgger." The effect of
the billowing shirtwaist and volumi-
nous skirt drawn to a sixteen-inch
waistline was sufficiently humorous to
; a keen laugh of appreciation from
audience every time she flounced
starchily about the room. For her por-
trayal of "Proserpina inebriated." in
last act, language fails. There re-
e seen to be appreciated.
HATHAWAY SUNDAYS CONTINUED
BY GRADUATE POET'S READING
e regions beyond Hathaway
t tea Sunday afternoon, April 21.
when Miss Harriet Sampson, Wellesley
Miss Sampson is singularly fortunate
among feminine litterateurs, in having
and resonant voice, her delivery
almost
listeners
the twenty-five of last yi
ncert, the second of the set
as markedly a better and rr
confident performance than that
last fall in Billings Hall. It is only
grettable. however, that interest in
organization does not appear to be
creasing in the rest of the coll
Perhaps the presence (
actively realized a
appreciated if it could be persuaded
accompany such college productions
the spring operetta, or it mi
ring the long waits and intermis





Wheeler, president of Zet;
welcoming the guests to th
semi-open performance o




volved. This is precisely the ty
play that is at once the easiest and the
hardest problem for amateurs to tackl
And that is why Shaw's Candida, was
brave choice on the part of the societ
but a choice that was merited. Mar
Eckhardt did excellent work in the ro
of producer, particularly in the sub-ro
of stage manager
their reproduction of the period; Rut)
Stephens carries off the "gay-nineties
chapeau to perfection. Worthy of men
tion, also, was the shirt-waist of Pros-
perpina; mutton-leg sleeves are surely
responsible for the vaunted feminine




work is feminine, lacking that
and richness which must characterize
the exception; yet it stands far from
i l-H' sentimental speculations am
feverish images of the poetasting young
women of the day. It, indeed, :
markable for its lucidity and deftness,
facile turn of the phrasing in a large
number; Miss Sampson seems to take
as vivid pleasure in shaping her stanzas
exposing their souls. The ear is sur-
prised and satisfied by a variety of
charming rhythms. Her words, though
congruous with the themes and active
in furthering the harmonies, are no
more than adequate; they are, in these
post-Dickinson days, much in the com-
mon pattern. Among the poems read
at Hathaway, the Windham County
group, a series of New England studies,
were surprisingly hard and sure;
Roundelay was an unusual adventure
in the field of the ballad; and To a
Lady Growing Old, while not unique
in conception, was a composition of
tenuous and fragile charm.





Last Saturday evening. April 27, at
Alumnae Hall, the College Orchestra
gave their annual spring concert. The
numbers given were all pleasantly fa-
miliar to the majority of musicians in
the audience, and were well received.
The Overture to Iphegenia in Aulis,
first on the program, was played with
fine smoothness and delicacy and a
good appreciation of the simplicity and
directness of the composer's style.
Margaret Hussey '32, violin and Mar-
caret Blackburn '30, viola, held the
title roles in Mozart's Symphonic Con-
certante for Violin and Viola with
Orchestra, of which the first move-
ment only was placed. The violin and
viola cadenza, a very difficult thing to
play as a duet, was accomplished with
i scoundrel
Wade. She
upright and boringly fair-minded par
son whose gift of gab served him in th.
stead of a live understanding or life
Aileen Shaw was too eminently right
ous. The father-in-li
by nature and by des
1'ljIv well done by The
played an over-drawn
with moments of real individuality.
Incidentally, her "disguise" was entire
and complete.
Margaret Clapp's voice, as March-
banks, was one of the finest bits of en-








her nicely balanced portrayal woul
have vitalized her Candida somewhat
Ruth Rhodes fortified the humoroi
side of the play with what is classically
known as "comic relief." If the '
PRELIMINARY TRY OUTS HELD
FOR FISK PRIZE COMPETITION
The following sophomores were se-
lected for the finals of the contest of
the Pisk prize at the preliminary try-









The final contest took place on Wed-
nesday, May 1. at 4:30. The contest-
ants were asked for further extempora-
neous development of the subject
chosen at the try-out. The winner of
the contest will probably not be an-
nounced until the Davenport contest,






at a great sacrifice
Ivy Corset Shop





west deigns in novelty





Some of the champions
have been known to get as
many as four in-one coat. .
so the safest way to pro-
without delay in Jordan's
Fur Storage.











Wed. and Thurs.. May 1 and 2
"The Carnation Kid"
and Sat., May 3 and
"Beggars of Life"
fon. and Tues., May 6 and :
"A Woman of Affairs"





Also All Fresh Fruits
and Vegetables
The Wellesley Fruit Co.






The Queens Borough Public Library
will again conduct a library training
school next, year, 1929-1930.
(Ull-jJi'-r prcp;nv
for
branches and departments is taught
and practice work is assigned i
integral part of the ejghjt months'
course of instruction in knowledge
the principles and applied usage of
technical phases of library work.
"A thorough survey of the vari
branches of professional service is g
throughout
rect from their specialized work
sent the reality of the problems which
have been theoretically discussed,
schedule is so arranged that vis
libraries, museums, publishing 1
and printing establishments ser





Those offering a B. A. degree from
an accredited college will be admitted
without an examination provided
their collegiate record warrants ac
ance for training in this special
fessional work. College graduates
must have completed a course of twc
years or more in one foreign language;
It will be to their advantage to have
studied at least two. A knowledge ol
Latin is extremely valuable, and indis-
pensable to some phases of the work.
The candidates must give evidence
of possessing or show likelihood of de-
veloping ability to meet all types of
people graciously and to assist them
intelligently; ability to act quickly,
both mentally and physically; power
to concentrate and strength to endure
through hours of information and re-
search service; ability to carry on rou-
tine and statistical work with unfail-
ing accuracy; thoughtfulness in giving
attention to personal appearance.
"A personal interview before decid-
ing upon the suitability of the candi-
No i
the entrance require-
! than 20 students will
t rHifli.tlr
"Upon successful completion of the
eight months' course, including prac-
tice work and the passing of all exam-
inations, a certificate will be granted.
If at any time during the year it be-
comes apparent that a student is not
suited to library work, an advisory in-
terview will be held so that no mistake
may be made in continuing prepara-
tion for the professional service."
Appointment
"The Library does not guarantee a
position to each student but present
conditions would warrant assurance of
appointment. If a position is offered
it is expected that the appintee will
remain with the Library for at least
one year from the date of graduation.
This would seem a fair requirement,
as the tuition is free and all textbooks
are furnished the student. Tuition to
non-residents, $100.
"The purpose of this School as
stated above is primarily to prepare
assistants for The Queens Borough
Public Library, but the value of the
course is recognized by other libraries
because of the ground covered and the
standing of the instructors in the Li-
brary profession throughout the coun-
ter and presentation as equal to those
given in long-established library
$1320 and $1500, according to
amount of academic preparation plus
standing in technical and pr
work. Previous experience in
brary of recognized standing is given
due consideration in the fixation of
"At the present time the salar:
Grade 1 run from $1200 to $1440; but
the college graduate who successfully
completes the School course will b<
placed at $1500 in Grade 1. Eventual
ly, that is in the near future, the in-
itial salary of Grade 1 will be $150(
and a full college course will be re-
quired for entrance to the School."
Detailed information may be secured
at the Personnel Bureau.
SOCIAL SERVICE VOLUNTEERS
TRAIN WHILE THEY AID NEEDY
While
;
what will vith yourselves? You
ust not lose all that efficiency that
u've gained in college.
If you're to be in or near New York
xt year, why not become a part-time







may bring help quit
o those in trouble.
of helping so she may
way that respects per-
sonality, that rekindles the kind o:
self-reliance and initiative which en-
ables failure-scarred human beings tx
"pull themselves up by their own boot-
straps" to independence.
There are many ways in which you
could help: through Social Case Work
Child Hygiene Work
ity, stenography, typing, office assist-
ant, and clerical work.
If any of these types of service inter-
est you, why not write to Miss Jear
Luke at the Charity Organization So-
ciety, 105 East 22nd St., New York City
Stella F. .
SCIENCE PUTS FORTH THEORY
FOR CHANGING PERSONALITIES
Character reading is probably as old
; mankind, and methods employed
The New York Times Magazine tells of
increasing number of character
^ses which chemists have made in
the last few years. Personality and
science are becoming more and more
closely linked.
Just as fatigue is able to be partially
by sodium thiophosphate, a
wall-flower" inertia is often
combatted by thyroid medicine, since
thyroid makes one energetic,
complexion.
Inner personality traits seem to de-
pend greatly on visceral conditions. In
Muhl of Wash-
finds oscillating moods, irrita-
bility and proclivity for day dreaming.
Clark declares that
there is an epileptic personality which
epilepsy as the fit
will
forming diet including eggs, red meat,
oatmeal? Will the moody become
re cheerful by eating an alkali-
forming diet? Is the frightening
younger generation" becoming excit -
ble from lack of base-forming foods''
What will happen when agreeable and
charming personalities can be pre-
ented to all of us?
LEGENDAS WANTED
Can anyone supply Legendas
of 1903, 1913, 1917, 1918, 1921
and 1927?
Please address, giving price,












show signs of wear?
B. L. KARTT





Shoes Will Be distinguished!
MO F .'tri_J '10.50
WELLESLEY
562 Washingloi Wilbars BOSTON455 Washington Street
ERNEST FORSBERG
Watchmaker and Jeweler
\ Hotel Martha Washington
A (Exclusively for Women)
WRIGHT & DITSON GOLF SETS
$9.50 up
Golf and tennis supplies
at FLAGG'S
29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street
NEW YORK CITY
The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town for Shopping, the Theatres
I
Enjoy the Many Cultural ,
DAILY RATES -
ith Running Water . .
Rooms with Priv
.dvantages Offered in New York.
NONE HIGHER
For One — $2.00
For Two — 3.00
For One — 3.00 . 3.50
Wash Silk Dresses
$9.75 and up
Sizes 1 to 20
Hose repaired invisibly
ELEANOR, INC.
j|? TLhe Blue 2)ragon ^
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.




The Persians Are Coming. Bruno
Prank. New York. A. A. Knopf. 1929.
That modern Action is abused for the
purpose of preaching sermons, spread-
ng propaganda, everything, in short,
>ut telling stories, is not a new dis-
covery. Bruno Frank has thus abused
t in his recently translated volume.
Vie Persians Are Coming: and going
arther. he has even forsaken the
non to assume a fantastic tone.
The book opens briskly with 3 i
•apid narraive style, of
Germany," Herr ear-
ner, who Is passing a few days in a vil-
age of Southern Italy before going to
oin the French minister at Cannes. A
picture of the man as he goes efficiently
through his morning routine introduces
the
of J
e way to reform among his
len. He hates "the seething
cauldron of ill-will" that passes for
German politics; but duty toward his
nation and toward Europe keeps him in
When he joins Achille Dorval. the
character-sketching, both of Carmer
and Dorval, is soon disposed of and
the sermon makes its appearance. Its
Mir Cupidities of Europe as well as in
idealistic phrases. Europe's twenty-
seven tariff frontiers, fur example, must
be abolished; the international spirit
must enter the economic field. This
internationalism is. incidentally, con-
fined to Europe; America's materialists
are the new Persians, and economic
co-operation should be the war cry of
Europe's new Salamis.
At Cannes Herr Carmer is notified of
liis appointment as head of a new gov-
ernment. He has a premonition here
firstthe :
The book is notable lor some 01 its
enes. best of all. a fiery argument be-
'een the French and German secreta-
languages. There are a few sentences
that alone suffice to make the book de-
srve an evening's time.
Out of the picturesque scenes and
ell-turned phrases of his book the au-
lor might have constructed a swift
:etch of an upright German politician,
masterly discussion of war's futility,
the grotesque story of a murder in
Marseilles. It was unnecessary and in-





EVERY year thousands of college men and
women seek jobs in New York City.
Those whose New York has been gleaned
from humorous magazines and history
books, usually have a lot of fun until their
money (or the family's patience) runs out.
Those who have made it a habit to read a
New York newspaper (at least every Sun-
day) swing into the New York pattern of
business and living much more easily
—
and profitably!
But what newspaper to read?
Several are very good, but there is one we
believe you'll enjoy most—the New York
Herald Tribune. It gives you all the news,
without getting dusty or wordy about it;
sports news (with men like Grantland Rice,
W. O. McGeehan and more of the same
calibre): news of the theatres (with Percy
Hammond, Arthur Ruhl and othet skilled
writers of the theatre): literature (BOOKS,
a whole section of news and reviews of
current writings, comes with the Herald
Tribune every Sunday). There is a brilliant
Magazine, sixteen pages of rotogravure;
eight pages of real comics (including a page
by Claire Briggs), pages of Society News
and notes, complete financial and business
news and forecasts, and a dozen more
departments that make interesting and
profitable reading for anyone who wants
to know New York in all its moods.
Try the New York Herald Tribune next
Sunday and you'll understand why ir is
the favorite newspaper of so many college




i Page 1, Col. 3i
Morris of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology will speak to the students
Geology and Geography on "The
New Meaning of Exploration." All
college are welcome.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE ART MUSEUM
There will be an exhibition of Mod-
ern European Posters and Commercial
Typography at the WeUesley College
Art Museum May 2nd-22nd, 1929.
cial" art.
the direct influence of modern painting
since cubism. England is represented
by examples of the famous Under-
ground Railway series. The Nether-
lands contribute concert, exposition and
steamship posters; Germany, posters
for movies, art exhibitions, fairs, and
"Safety First"; Russia, posters for ex-
hibitions, carnivals, as well as political,
social and economic propaganda;
France, the remarkable posters of the
wagon-lits.
nail collection of modern corn-
typography consists of station-
3hure and catalog covers, dust
of books, covers of periodicals,
most part from Germany and
Russia, together with a few specimens
om France, the Netherlands, England
id America.
The examples of typography are lent
by the Wellesley College Library, the
Hathaway House Bookshop and Profes-














'lis cheer v within
"
.Any woman can wash
and iron electrically
for afew cents a day
Modern women appreciate the great saving of time and
energy that electric appliances afford in the home.
make certain that they are electrically correct and
dependable, see that the motors bear the G-E monogram.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Thursday May '1: 8 15 A.M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Elizabeth Knudson
'29 will lead.
Friday, May 3: '8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Hughes will lead.
7:50-9:45 P.M. Agora. Tau Zeta Ep-
silon and Zeta Alpha Societies at home
to classes of 1930 and 1931.
Saturday. May 4: MAY DAY. -7:15
A. M.. Senior Hoop Rolling.
•8:00 A.M. Morning Chapel. Dean
Tufts will lead. Formation of numerals
by class of 1931.
1:15 P.M. Billings Hall. Room
drawing—class of 1931.
°2:00 P.M. Tower Court Green.
Country Fair.
•7:15 P.M. Step Singing on Chapel
Steps.
7:30-9:45 P.M. Alpha Kappa Chi.
Phi Sigma and Shakespeare Societies
at home to classes of 1930 and 1931.
7:30 P.M. Horton House. Horton
Club. Readings by Miss Moses—infor-
Sunday, May 5: '11:00 A.M. Me-
morial Chapel. Preacher, Rev. Peter
Ainslie, Pastor of the Christian Tem-
ple, Baltimore. Editor of the Christian
Union Quarterly and Lecturer in
Goucher College.
Monday. May 6: General Examina-
"4:40 P.M. Geology Lecture Room.
Professor Frederick K. Morris of Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology,
geologist of the Third Asiatic Expe-
dition of 1922-23. will speak on "The
New Meaning of Exploration." The
lecture will be illustrated. (Department
of Geology)
Wednesday, May 8: -8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. Miss Moses will lead.
2:30-5:30 P.M. Alpha Kappa Chi,
Phi Sigma, and Shakespeare Societies
at home to classes of 1930 and 1931.
7:00 P.M. Eliot House. Christian
Association Meeting.
8:00 P.M. Tower Court. Colonel
Isham of New York City will lecture
on the newly discovered Boswell papers
in his possession. The audience is
limited to students majoring in Eng-
lish Literature and English Compo-
sition, to Graduate Students in English
and to members of English Literature
206, 310 and 320.
Not*: *A'rt Museum—Beginning May
2, Exhibition of Modern European
Posters and Commercial typography
lent by Alfred H. Barr Jr.
Engaged
'21 Elizabeth C. Brown to Mr. H
Wayne Harshfield, Ohio State Univer-
'27
Israel Spicer. N. Y. University and
Harvard Law School.
'28 Grace Carlyn Fisch, to Mr. Mat-
thew Brown, N. Y. University and Har-
Married
'26 Mabel J. Berry to Mr. Stanley
Yale Slocum, April 11.
'27 Dolores L. Osborne, to Mr. Je-
rome Louis Keleher, April 20.












DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST




PROTECTION again.! FIRE and
THEFT
RELIABLE TAILORING CO.
25 Central Street Tel. Wei. 1619-1
ANDREWS
Temple Place and Washington Street, Boston
WILL EXHIBIT ON
Friday, May IT




Every Mother Deserves to Be Remembered on
Mothers' Day, May 12
Select Your Gift Now in the
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON










May 2nd and 3rd
so—
If you're going abroad?
If you're going to the Creiv Races?
If you're going to Prom?
If you're going to graduate?
Come In and See the
Best Exhibit First!!
A little of everything that's
new, and smart—and absolutely
PERFECT!
H&egt $c Co.
Fifth Avenue at 35th St.-N. Y.
Paris Palm Beach London
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
The Wellesley National Bank
Capital $150,000 Surplus $250,000
8.Ideating the bell ise is easy
when breakfast is shredded
wheat. Digests without a mur-
mur even when you bolt it. But
you'll enjoy it so much, you won't
want to hustle it-down.
Shredded
Wheat
Make it a daily habit
